Let me tell you what I’m passionate about.

A community for all Neurodiverse and IDD individuals.

The Directory for Autistic and IDD Adults Resource and Referral Community

A place to find your light
Project Selection

Born from an idea to make a creation that housed all things Neurodiverse and IDD on your phone. Has morphed into a website following the path.

Is a product of peer requests, from Facebook and YouTube, following research of my own diagnosis.

About The DAARC Project

This site is designed to be a resource and referral community for Neurodiverse and IDD adults and their caregivers. This project currently makes it possible for those in need of services to lookup providers and other nearby resources for their needs by location. Providers listed are contributing subscribers of this site or are referrals made by our wonderful members. I hope to expand on this project to include a complete community in the future.
Goal

A cohesive community for treatment services and support for the Neurodiverse/IDD and their caregivers across the state.

Foster gathering, learning, understanding, services, and feedback in a safe environment.

My Account page

Valerie Griffith Admin
0 Followers • 0 Following

My Account
View and edit your personal info below.

Display Info
Your profile card is visible to all members of this site.
Contribution to interdisciplinary practice
Promote knowledge
Build trust
Open cooperation and disclosure
Less frustration

The DAARC Project
This is the place to connect and find resources and a community in your area.
Ever changing Framework waiting to be refined and published

House up-to-date resources and referrals

Specifically designed for the disability community

General Discussion

Welcome! Have a look around, be respectful and find information on what you're looking for in your area.

Provider Resource List
Post current active resources in your area.
THE DAARC PROJECT

Partners
JFK Partners, Colorado

Thanks to:
A community leader in Trinidad, CO
Heather Baca, SLP

Tracy Johnson-Price
Faculty/Mentor

Robin Ennis
LEND Alumni/Mentor

Personal Forum Comment Page

Valerie Griffith  Admin
0 Followers • 0 Following

Forum Comments

I Have No Forum Comments Yet
Next Steps

In practical terms, providers become members.
Pay a small fee or be a word-of-mouth spokesperson.
Refer patients, leading to donations.
More information, less frustration.

Valerie Griffith

Forum Posts

81082 Trinidad and Starkville
In Provider Resource List
Dr. Abigail Norris, DO Mount San Rafael Hospital Clinic 400 Benedicta Avenue Trinidad, Colorado 81082 719-846-2206 Specialty:
Resources

Post current active resources in your area.
Conclusion

Steps after LEND

Apply all that I have learned since my diagnosis

Become a beacon for those in the darkness

Finally find my light and purpose by publishing this website and growing this community

Only I can change my life. No one can do it for me.

Carol Burnett

"The woods are lovely, dark and deep..."

ROBERT FROST